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Abstract: Stream analysis is considered as a crucial component of strategic control over a broad variety of disciplines in 
business, science and engineering. Stream data is a sequence of observations collected over intervals of time. Each data 
stream describes a phenomenon. Analysis on Stream data includes discovering trends (or patterns) in a Stream sequence.  
In the last few years, data mining has emerged and been recognized as a new technology for data analysis. Data Mining is 
the process of discovering potentially valuable patterns, associations, trends, sequences and dependencies in data. Data 
mining techniques can discover information that many traditional business analysis and statistical techniques fail to 
deliver. In our study, we emphasis on the use of data  mining techniques on  data streams, where  mining techniques and 
tools  are used in an attempt to recognize, anticipate and learn the stream behavior with different directly related or looked 
unrelated factors. Targeted data are sequences of observations collected over intervals of time. Each sequence describes a 
phenomenon or a factor. Such factors could have either a direct or indirect impact on the stream data under study. 
Examples  of  factors  with  direct  impact  include  the  yearly  budgets  and  expenditures,  taxations,  local  stocks  prices, 
unemployment  rates,  inflation  rates,  fallen  angels,  and  rising  odds  for  upgrades.  Indirect  factors  could  include  any 
phenomena in the local or global environments, such as, global stocks prices, education expenditures, weather conditions, 
employment strategies, and medical services. Analysis on data includes discovering trends (or patterns) and association 
between sequences in order to generate non-trivial knowledge. In this paper, we propose a data mining technique to 
predict the dependency between factors that affect performance. The proposed technique consists of three phases: (a) for 
each data sequence that represents a chosen phenomenon, generate its trend sequences, (b) discover maximal frequent 
trend patterns, generate pattern vectors (to keep information of frequent trend patterns), use trend pattern vectors to 
predict future factor sequences. 
 
Keywords: Data Mining, Stream Mining, Time Series Mining, Mining Trends, Data Sequences, Association Mining, 
Maximal Trend Patterns, Global Trends, Local Trends. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
Stream data is a sequence of observations collected over 
some intervals. For clarity reasons, in our examples, we 
use time values for demonstrating interval values. Each 
stream of data describes a phenomenon. For example, 
daily  stock  prices  could  be  used  to  describe  the 
fluctuations in the stock market.  In general, for a data 
stream X with n observations, X is represented as  
 
) t , v ( ..., ), t , v ( ), t , v ( X n n 2 2 1 1 = = = =  
 
where vi and ti, 1 ≤  i ≤ n, are the observation value and 
its time stamp, respectively.  A data sream [7, 11, 13, 
14]  can  be  either  regular  or  irregular.  In  a  regular 
Stream, data are collected periodically at defined points, 
while  in  irregular  data  streams,  data  arrive  at 
nondeterministic points. Irregular data stream can have 
long periods without any data, and short periods with 
bursts of data.  
Analysis on stream data includes discovering trends (or 
patterns) in a stream sequence [7, 13]. Stream patterns 
are  classified  as  either  systematic  patterns,  where 
patterns can be determined at specific points of time, or 
non-systematic  patterns.  Many  researchers  have  been 
working on different algorithms on stream analysis. Two 
main lines of research have been considered to achieve 
this goal, 
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(a)  Identifying or describing the pattern of observed 
stream data. Once the pattern is established, we 
can interpret and integrate it with other data. The 
identified pattern can be extrapolated to predict 
future events [11, 13].  
(b)  Determining  whether  two  or  more  given  data 
streams display similar behavior or not. Similar 
Streams  can  be  clustered  or  classified  into 
similar  groups.  Because  of  the  inherent  high 
dimensionality  of  the  data,  the  problem  of 
similarity search in large stream databases is a 
non-trivial problem [7, 14].  
 
Most  solutions  [7,  10,  15]  perform  dimensionality 
reduction  on  the  data,  then  indexing  the  reduced  data 
with  a  spatial  access  method.  Singular  Value 
Decomposition  (SVD),  Discrete  Fourier  transform 
(DFT),  Discrete  Wavelets  Transform  (DWT),  and 
Piecewise Aggregate Approximation (PAA) are used to 
reduce dimensionality.  
Discovering patterns in a data stream would tell us what 
patterns are mostly likely to happen, but in some cases, 
as in non-systematic patterns, it would not tell us when 
those  patterns  would  occur.  Predicting  non-systematic 
patterns  needs  applying  some  techniques  to  discover 
similarity  between  two  or  more  stream  sequences. 
Although  studying  similarity  between  patterns  is  an 
important subject, but it only covers a narrow class of 
stream applications. To widen the range of applications 
that could benefit from stream analysis, a new look on 
the  term  “similarity”  should  be  considered.  Actually, 
using  the  word  “similarity”  does  not  reflect  the  true 
meaning of a synchronized or a dependent behavior of 
two  stream  sequences.  Two  sequences  could  be 
completely  different  (in  values,  shapes,  …,  etc.),  but 
they  still  react  to  the  same  conditions  in  a  dependent 
way. 
In the last few years, data mining has emerged and been 
recognized as a new technology for data analysis. Data 
Mining is the process of discovering potentially valuable 
patterns,  associations,  trends,  sequences  and 
dependencies in data [1- 6, 9, 12, 17-22]. Key business 
examples  include  analysis  for  improvements  in  e-
commerce environment, fraud detection, screening and 
investigation,  and  product  analysis.  Data  mining 
techniques  can  discover  information  that  many 
traditional  business  analysis  and  statistical  techniques 
fail to deliver. In data mining, advanced capabilities that 
give the user the power to ask more sophisticated and 
pertinent questions are provided.  
Past trend patterns in a given data stream can be used to 
predict future sequences in the same data stream, we will 
call  this  a  local  prediction,  and  the  trend  patterns  are 
called local patterns. Predicting future sequences using 
only local patterns could work but for only specific types 
of  stream  sequences,  e.g.,  regular  or  cyclic.  For  most 
real  life  stream  data,  predicting  sequences  using  only 
local  trend  patterns  would  tell  us  what  sequences  are 
mostly likely to happen, but it would not tell us when 
they would occur.  In this paper, we introduce the notion 
of global prediction.  In global prediction, we do not use 
only past local patterns but we also use past patterns in 
other  "dependent"  time  sequences,  those  patterns  are 
called global patterns. For each trend pattern, a pattern 
vector  is  generated  to  hold  information  about  those 
sequences having that pattern. 
In this paper, we propose a generic technique that could 
be  used  in  predicting  stream  trends.  The  proposed 
technique consists of three phases: 
 
(a)  Generate  trend  sequences  for  all  stream 
sequences under consideration. 
(b) Discover  frequent  sequential  patterns  and 
generate  maximal  frequent  trend  pattern 
vectors. 
(c)  Predict future stream sequences by relating the 
maximal frequent trend pattern vectors. 
 
In section 2, a formal definition of the problem is given. 
The approach is introduced in section 3. In section 4, the 
approach  is  evaluated.  The  paper  is  summarized  and 
concluded in section 5. 
 
 
2  Problem Definition 
Let  X  be  a  sequence  of  n  time-stamped  observation 
values, where for each time instant ti, , 1 ≤  i ≤ n,  vi is a 
value  collected  at  that  instant.    The  data  stream  X  is 
represented as  
) t , v ( ..., ), t , v ( ), t , v ( X n n 2 2 1 1 = = = =  
In  stream  data,  statisticians  are  often  challenged  with 
efficient  ways  of  presenting  data.  Data  often  exhibit 
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to detect by observing plots of the raw data. "Noise" is 
defined as the variation around the trend in stream data. 
The amount of "noise" in the measurements often masks 
these  trends.  Therefore  presentations  should  clearly 
indicate  the  trends  and  be  useful  for  establishing  the 
sources of variation. As an example in this paper, we use 
the two streams shown in fig. 1 and fig. 2; the yearly 
prices of Cotton (fig. 1) and the yearly prices of S&P 
stocks (fig. 2). 
 
1900 23.11 191433.06192831.07194241.84195656.64197053.27 198475.21 
1901 28.64 191530.22192932.02194341.251957 57.8197153.56 1985 71.4 
1902 24.94 191636.33193031.55194441.15195856.87197253.14 198672.17 
1903  26.9 191739.72193126.92194540.99195956.13197354.19 198775.52 
1904 25.46 191841.31193230.331946 41.7196055.76197462.57 198870.28 
1905 21.15 191938.84193328.38194744.01196155.66197563.09 198972.87 
1906 23.13 192034.84193432.11194847.51196255.54197663.31 199077.63 
1907 22.48 192135.67193531.46194947.271963 55.3  197762.91 199172.95 
1908 22.95 192235.57193632.751950 45.9196455.05197862.36 199271.35 
1909 22.59 192332.73193733.32195149.79196554.69197973.06 199368.38 
1910 20.58 192433.561938 33195249.45196654.39198074.67 199459.15 
1911 20.58 192535.541939 31.9195350.24196754.18198174.68 199562.27 
1912 22.39 192637.22194031.79195451.711968 53.71982 76.9 1996 63.4 
1913 25.53 192732.14194132.55195551.77196952.66198369.79   
 
Fig. 1 Cotton Prices (in Dollars) in the Period 1900-1996 
 
1900 1.20 1914 1.20 1928 1.50 1942 0.53 1956 1.23 1970 1.28 1984 0.73 
1901 1.55 1915 1.05 1929 1.52 1943 0.60 1957 1.03 1971 1.35 1985 0.83 
1902 1.65 1916 1.18 1930 1.10 1944 0.65 1958 1.27 1972 1.52 1986 0.99 
1903 1.61 1917 1.12 1931 0.69 1945 0.81 1959 1.37 1973 1.26 1987 0.98 
1904 1.23 1918 0.74 1932 0.55 1946 0.65 1960 1.27 1974 0.76 1988 1.00 
1905 1.62 1919 0.68 1933 0.79 1947 0.57 1961 1.57 1975 0.88 1989 1.18 
1906 1.78 1920 0.62 1934 0.70 1948 0.53 1962 1.29 1976 0.94 1990 1.01 
1907 1.56 1921 0.46 1935 0.94 1949 0.55 1963 1.55 1977 0.80 1991 1.17 
1908 1.19 1922 0.54 1936 1.23 1950 0.66 1964 1.74 1978 0.75 1992 1.22 
1909 1.55 1923 0.68 1937 0.79 1951 0.70 1965 1.82 1979 0.72 1993 1.31 
1910 1.63 1924 0.63 1938 0.89 1952 0.73 1966 1.51 1980 0.79 1994 1.21 
1911 1.51 1925 0.83 1939 0.87 1953 0.69 1967 1.71 1981 0.65 1995 1.47 
1912 1.41 1926 0.88 1940 0.72 1954 0.93 1968 1.80 1982 0.67 1996 1.82 
1913 1.33 1927 1.14 1941 0.58 1955 1.21 1969 1.51 1983 0.78     
 
Fig. 2 S&P500 stock prices (in Dollars) in the Period 
1900-1996 
 
 
2.1 Moving Average 
The moving average is a simple mathematical technique 
used  primarily  to  eliminate  aberrations  and  reveal  the 
real  trend  in  a  collection  of  data  points.  A  moving 
average is an average of data for a certain number of 
time periods that could be used as an indicator for the 
average value of an observation over a period of time. 
When a moving average is calculated [7, 10, 13, 14], a 
mathematical analysis over a predetermined time period 
is made. As the phenomena value changes, its average 
value moves up or down.  There are five popular types 
of  moving  averages:  simple  (also  referred  to  as 
arithmetic),  exponential,  triangular,  variable,  and 
weighted.  The  only  significant  difference  between  the 
various types of moving averages is the weight assigned 
to the most recent data. Simple moving averages apply 
equal  weight  to  the  values.  Exponential  and  weighted 
averages apply more weight to recent values. Triangular 
averages apply more weight to values in the middle of 
the time period. And variable moving averages change 
the weighting based on the volatility of values. For data 
stream X, and for a time period p, p-moving average of 
value vi is 
 
, p / v v
2
p
j
2
p
j
j i
'
i ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
       
   
       
    − − − − = = = =
       
   
       
    = = = =
− − − − = = = =
   
   
   
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   
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2
p n i
2
p 1 where  
 
 
In  fig.  3  and  fig.  4,  we  show  the  effect  of  moving 
average calculations on the shape and smoothness on the 
Cotton prices data and the S&P500 stock prices data. 
 
Fig. 3 (Cont.) Cotton Prices 
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(a) Cotton  prices in The Period 1900-1996
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Fig. 4 S&P500 Stock Prices 
 
 
2.2 Trend Calculation 
Trends  are  the  identification  of  value  movements  on 
individual stream sequences. The trend of a data stream 
is  not  linear  and  certainly  not  obvious.  Trends  are 
calculated by relating the current value of a phenomenon 
to  its  previous  value.  Several  techniques  have  been 
proposed to identify trends [7, 10]. It is not essential that 
every  technique  have  a  separate  trend  filter.  Some 
methods, such as moving averages, incorporate a trend 
indicator into the entry technique. Others try to predict 
an imminent change in trend and are therefore entering 
when the trend is against them at the time. 
 
A simple approach to identify trends is to find the total 
directional movement over the time period you selected 
for  measurement.  If  it  is  positive,  the  trend  is  up,  if 
negative, the trend is down, and if 0, the trend is neutral. 
More sophisticated approaches could use mathematical 
equations and methods of massaging past values to more 
precisely determine whether the trend is up or down.  
Since our main goal is to focus on the overall technique 
of  determining  dependencies  between  streams, 
comparing the different approaches of calculating trend 
indicators is out of the scope of this paper, we do not 
favor  any  specific  approach  for  identifying  trend 
indicators. In this paper, we adopt the simple approach 
of identifying trend indicators. The approach is modified 
to make the prediction more or less accurate. A trend 
scale is used to determine the size of the space used to 
choose the values of the trend indicators. For example, if 
the trend scale equals to 4, the trend indicator space is 
{2, 1, 0, -1, -2}, where 2, 1, 0, -1, and –2 mean very high, 
high, neutral, low, and very low, respectively. In fig. 5 
we show the trend indicators of the Cotton prices data 
and the S&P500 stock prices data. 
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Fig. 5 Trend Indicators 
 
 
Fig. 5(cont.) Trend Indicators 
 
2.3  Association Mining 
Association mining [2, 3, 16, 18, 22-24] that discovers 
dependencies  among  values  of  an  attribute  was 
introduced by Agrawal et al.[2] and has emerged as an 
important  research  area.  The  problem  of  association 
mining is originally defined as follows.  Let I = {i1,i2, . . 
. , in} be a set of items and S = {s1, s2, . . ., sm} be a set of 
transactions,  where each transaction si∈ S is a set of 
items that is  si ⊆ I. An association rule denoted by X ⇒ 
Y, X, Y ⊂
 I, and X ∩ Y = Φ, describes the existence of a 
relationship between  the two itemsets X and Y. 
Several measures have been introduced to define the 
strength of the relationship between itemsets X and Y 
such as SUPPORT, CONFIDENCE, and INTEREST [1-
6, 8, 9, 12, 16]. The definitions of these measures, from 
a probabilistic viewpoint, are given below. 
I.  ) Y , X ( P ) Y X ( SUPPORT = ⇒ ,  or  the  percentage  of 
transactions in the database that contain both X and 
Y. 
II.  ) X ( P / ) Y , X ( P ) Y X ( CONFIDENCE = ⇒ ,  or  the 
percentage  of  transactions  containing  Y  in  those 
transactions containing X. 
III.  ) Y ( P ) X ( P / ) Y , X ( P ) Y X INTEREST( = ⇒   represents  a 
test of statistical independence. 
 
Agrawal  et  al  [3],  introduced  the  problem  of  mining 
sequential patterns over such databases. Two algorithms, 
AprioriSome and Apriori-Like [3], have been presented 
to solve this problem, and their performances have been 
evaluated using synthetic data. The two algorithms have 
comparable  performances.  For  more  details  about 
Apriori-Like algorithms, please refer to [3, 15].  
Usually,  most  of  the  data  collected  in  data  series 
sequences could have some outliers. We need to have a 
mechanism to decide which mismatched patterns (i.e., 
do  not  agree  on  all  trend  indicators)  are  considered 
nearly  matched  and  treated  as  matched  patterns,  and 
which are not. We add one modification to the Apriori-
like  algorithm  to  satisfy  the  nearly  matched  cases.  A 
match factor value is needed to decide at what level of 
accuracy we could consider two mismatched patterns as 
matched patterns. In section 3, we give a definition of 
the match factor parameter. 
 
 
3.  The Dependency Mining Technique 
In  this  paper,  we  propose  the  Dependency  Mining 
technique. As we mentioned in section 2, the proposed 
technique consists of three phases: 
 
1-  Generate  trend  sequences  for  all  streams 
sequences under consideration. This phase has 
two steps: 
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by calculating moving averages. Moving 
averages  are  used  to  remove  any  short-
term fluctuations.  
b.  For the smoothed stream values, calculate 
trend  indicator  values.  Trend  indicators 
are  used to  describe the behavior  of  the 
data. There are many ways to define trend 
indicators,  as  an  example,  a  trend 
indicator could describe the slope of the 
data curve at a specific time, a value of +2 
may indicate a sharp rise, while a value of 
–2 may indicate a sharp fall. 
 
2-  Discover  frequent  sequential  patterns  and 
generate  maximal  trend  pattern  vectors.  By 
using  any  association  mining  technique,  we 
generate  frequent  trend  patterns  for  each  data 
stream under consideration. A match parameter 
is  specified  to  define  how  much  difference 
between two trend patterns to be considered the 
same.  Each  frequent  trend  pattern  should  be 
accompanied by its frequency and a trend vector 
of start times of all occurrences of that pattern. 
 
3-  Predict future stream sequences by relating the 
trend pattern vectors. A frequent trend pattern A 
in  stream  1  is  compared  to  frequent  trend 
patterns B’s. If the frequent trend pattern B is in 
stream 1, B is called, with respect to A, a local 
pattern.  If  the  frequent  trend  pattern  B  is  in 
stream 2, B is called, with respect to A, a global 
pattern.   As a result of the trend comparison, a 
dependency function is generated. A dependency 
function for trend patterns A and B is a mapping 
function from the time difference of every two 
succeeding  occurrences  of  A  to  the 
corresponding  occurrences  in  B.  The 
dependency  function  could  be  either  a  linear 
function  or  a  non-linear  function.  The 
dependency factor of A and B is calculated for 
the differences between the values generated for 
B  by  the  dependency  function  and  the  real 
values  of  B.  Depending  on  a  pre-specified 
threshold  of  dependency  value,  A  and  B  are 
considered dependent or not. 
 
For  a  stream  ) t , v ( ..., ), t , v ( ), t , v ( X n n 2 2 1 1 = = = = ,  let 
TR(X) be a sequence of m time stamped trends . For each 
time instant τi; 1 ≤ i ≤ m, ri represents the trend at that 
instant. The trend series TR is written as, 
TR(X) = (r1, τ1),  (r2, τ2), ..., (rm, τm) 
 
Definition: (Support Set) 
 
Let P = p1, p2, ..., pk; 1 ≤ k ≤ m , be a non-empty 
sequence of trends. The support-set of P is defined as 
 
} | | ), ( _
, ..., , , | { ) ( _ 1 1
k l i P Set Support l
and r r r in true is P i P Set Support k i i i
≥ − ∈ ∀
= − + +  
 
Definition: (Support) 
 
Let P = p1, p2, ..., pk; 1 ≤ k ≤ m , be a non-empty 
sequence of trends. The support of P is defined as 
 
m
) P ( Set _ Support
) P ( Support = = = =  
) P ( Set _ Support  is the cardinality of   ) P ( Set _ Support . 
 
Definition: (match factor) 
 
Let P = p1, p2, ..., pk, and Q = q1, q2, ..., ql, 1 ≤ k,l ≤ m , 
be two non-empty sequences of trends. Trend sequence 
Q matches trend sequence P with match factor f, if  
 
k
F
f and j j j and i i i
where q p q p q p
F F
j i j i j i F F
= < < < < < <
= = =
... ...
..., , ,
2 1 2 1
2 2 1 1
  
Definition: (Trend Vector) 
 
For a frequent trend sequence Y, Trend Vector T of Y is 
defined as 
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where ti; 1 ≤ i ≤ k,  is the starting time of occurrence i of 
sequence Y. 
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For a frequent trend sequence Y and a trend vector T(Y), 
Distance Vector D of Y is defined as 
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where di= ti – base time ; 1 ≤ i ≤ k. 
 
The base time value is used to standardize the starting 
time of all sequences. 
 
Definition: (Distance Scaling Factor) 
 
For two frequent trend sequences Y and Y’, with distance 
vectors  D(Y)  and  D(Y’),  respectively,  the  Distance 
Scaling factor of Y and Y’ is defined as 
 
) ) ' Y ( D , ) Y ( D ( Min
) ) ' Y ( D , ) Y ( D ( Max
) ' Y , Y ( DS = = = = , 
 
where |D(Y)| and |D(Y’)| are the cardinality of D(Y) and 
D(Y’), respectively. 
 
In order to compare two frequent trend sequences Y and 
Y’,  we  need  to  normalize  them.  The  normalization 
process is to make their distance vectors D(Y) and D(Y’) 
having  the  same  cardinality.  To  do  that,  we  map  the 
distance vector with the larger cardinality; max(|D(Y)|, 
|D(Y’)|),  to  a  corresponding  distance  vector  with 
cardinality min(|D(Y)|, |D(Y’)|). Let D(Y) and D(Y’) be 
the distance vectors of sequences Y and Y’, respectively, 
and |D(Y)| ≥ |D(Y’)|. D(Y) is normalized to D’(Y) such 
that each element d’i in D’(Y) , 1 ≤ i ≤ |D(Y’)|,  equals to 
element 1+(i-1)*DS(Y,Y’) in D(Y); 
 
        ) ' Y , Y ( DS * ) 1 i ( 1 i d ' d − − − − + + + + = = = =  
 Definition: (Dependency Function) 
 
Two normalized frequent trend sequences Y and Y’ are 
dependant if there exists a dependency function f such 
that, for the two normalized distance vectors D(Y) and 
D(Y’),  
 
)) Y ( D ( f ) ' Y ( D = = = =  
 
or for all elements di and di’, 1≤ i ≤ |D(Y)|,  in D(Y) and 
D(Y’), respectively,  
 
) Y ( D i 1 ), d ( f ' d i i ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ = = = =  
 
Definition: (Dependency factor) 
 
Two frequent sequences D and D’ are dependant with 
dependency factor α; α-dependant , where 
 
) ) D ( f , ' D max(
) D ( f ' D
1
− − − −
− − − − = = = = α α α α  
 
Definition: (Linear Dependency) 
 
Two  frequent  sequences  D  and  D’  are  linearly 
dependant if there exist a dependency function f such 
that  
 
| | 1 , '
) ( '
D i b d a d
or b D a D f D
i i ≤ ≤ + =
+ = =
  
 
for some constants a and b. 
 
Table  1  describes  the  Dependency  Mining  technique. 
The  Dependency  Mining  technique  discovers  the 
dependency between two streams X and X’.  
 
Dependency Mining (X, X’) 
1- Smooth data sequences X and X’; generate Z and Z’ 
by  calculating  the  moving  averages  of  X  and  X’, 
respectively. 
2- Identify  trends;  calculate  trend  indicator  values  W 
and W’ of Z and Z’, respectively. 
3- Generate  all  frequent  trend  patterns;  discover 
frequent sequences in W and W’.  
4- For each frequent pattern Y, generate its trend vector 
T(Y). 
5- Calculate the distance vectors D(Y)’s of all frequent 
patterns. A user defined base time value is used to 
calculate  the  differences  between  the  time  stamp 
values and the base time value. 
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two frequent patterns Y and Y’, respectively, do  
a.  Normalize.  By  calculating  the  distance  scaling 
factor, we normalize that distance vector with the 
largest cardinality to be in the same cardinality of 
the other distance vector. 
b.  Calculate  the  dependency  factor  α  of  the 
normalized D(Y) and D(Y’). 
7-  Choose only those frequent patterns Y and Y’ with α 
≤ αmin. 
 
Table 1. Outlines of the Dependency Mining 
Technique 
 
 
 
4.  Performance Evaluation  
In  section  4.1,  we  give  the  complexity  of  the 
Dependency Mining technique. The experimental results 
are given in subsection 4.2. 
 
 
4.1. Complexity 
The complexity of the Dependency Mining technique is 
divided into three components, each corresponds to one 
of the three phases of the technique. The first component 
gives  the  complexity  of  smoothing  the  data  series 
sequence and  generating  the  trend  indicators.  For two 
streams  ) t , v ( ..., ), t , v ( ), t , v ( X n n 2 2 1 1 = = = =   and 
) ' t , ' v ( ..., ), ' t , ' v ( ), ' t , ' v ( ' X ' n ' n 2 2 1 1 = = = =   of  n  and  n’ 
time-stamped  observation  values,  the  number  of 
iterations  needed  to  smooth  and  generate  the  trend 
indicators is  
 
2*(n+n’); (O(n+n’)) 
 
The  complexity  of  the  second  phase  depends  on  the 
association  mining  algorithm  used.  For  Apriori-Like 
algorithms, the complexity is  
 
(l+1)*n+(l’+1)*n’, 
 
where land l’ are the maximum lengths of the discovered 
frequent patterns in X and X’, respectively. 
 
In  the  third  phase,  let  K  and  K’  be  the  number  of 
frequent  trend  patterns  discovered  in  X  and  X’, 
respectively, during the association mining process, and 
d  be  the  length  of  the  distance  vector  used  in 
calculations. The complexity of the third phase is 
 
K*K’*d 
 
 
4.2.Experimental Results 
Two stream sequences are used in our experiments. The 
two  streams  are  the  Cotton  prices  during  the  period 
1900-1996,  and  the  S&P500  stock  prices  during  the 
same period of time. The two streams are shown in fig 1 
and fig. 2. Among the set of experiments that have been 
conducted  on  the  Mining  Dependency  technique,  and 
because of the space limitations, we choose to show only 
one class of experiments, with the following parameter 
values,  
 
minsup (minimum support) = 0.2 
match factor = 0.9 
scale (trend indicator space) = {2, 1, 0, -1, -2} 
 
On this class of experiments, we choose the minimum 
dependency factor = 0.8. In table 2, we give the results 
of our experiments. The results show a list of dependent 
maximal  frequent trend  patterns. The  trend  values are 
drawn from the trend space {2, 1, 0, -1, -2}. For each 
pair  of  maximal  frequent  trend  sequences  from  the 
Cotton  prices  stream  and  the  S&P500  Stock  prices 
stream, we give their dependency factor and dependency 
function (i.e., D’=f (D)=a D + b) parameters.  
 
 
 
 
Cotton 
S&P500 
Stock 
Dependency 
Factor  a  B 
1  {-1, 0}  {-1, 0}  0.97333  1.5  -23.2 
  1909==>1919 1914==>1917       
  1929==>1978 1944==>1946       
  1992==>1996 1982==>1986       
2  {-1, 0}  {1}  0.977465  2.3  -4.95 
  1909==>1919  1909==>1909       
  1929==>1978  1955==>1957       
  1992==>1996  1987==>1995       
 
Table 2. The Experimental Results of The Mining 
Dependency Technique 
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Cotton 
S&P500 
Stock 
Dependency 
Factor  a  B 
3  {1}  {-1, 0}  0.979411  0.508475  9.08475 
  1920==>1920  1914==>1917       
  1979==>1979  1944==>1946       
  1983==>1985  1982==>1986       
4  {1}  {1}  0.938083  0.779661  15.2712 
  1920==>1920  1909==>1909       
  1979==>1979  1955==>1957       
  1983==>1985  1987==>1995       
5  {0, -1}  {-1, 0}  0.90127  1.42857 -30.6667 
  1900==>1909  1914==>1917       
  1921==>1929  1944==>1946       
  1986==>1988  1982==>1986       
6  {0, -1}  {1}  0.892004  2.19048 -13.2857 
  1900==>1909  1909==>1909       
  1921==>1929  1955==>1957       
  1986==>1988  1987==>1995       
 
Table 2 (Cont.). The Experimental Results of The 
Mining Dependency Technique 
 
The results show, using a linear dependency function, 
that there is a strong dependency between the changes in 
the Cotton prices and in the S&P500 stock prices. The 
Dependency  Mining  technique  not  only  discovers  the 
trivial dependencies between the two stream sequences 
(e.g., when the Cotton price increases, the S&P500 price 
decreases, and visa versa; cases 2, 3, 5 and 6), but also 
discovers those non-trivial dependencies (e.g., there is a 
dependency with high factor between the increase in the 
Cotton prices and the S&P500 stock prices; cases 4, and 
also between the decrease in the Cotton prices and the 
S&P500 stock prices; case 1). 
 
 
5.  Conclusions 
In  this  paper,  we  have  introduced  the  Dependency 
Mining technique. The  proposed technique adapts  and 
innovates data mining techniques to analyze stream data. 
We  consider  past  frequent  patterns  of  the  same  time 
sequences (local patterns) and of other "dependent" time 
sequences (global patterns). Instead of only studying the 
problem  of  finding  similarities  between  stream 
sequences, we have widened the scope of our research 
by introducing the notion of dependency between stream 
sequences.    Real  life  stream  could  be  completely 
different  (in  values,  shapes,  …,  etc.),  but  they  could 
react  to  the  same  conditions  in  a  dependent  way.  By 
using data mining techniques, maximal frequent patterns 
are  mined  and  used  in  predicting  future  sequences  or 
trends, where trends describe the behavior of a sequence. 
The proposed technique combines several techniques in 
an integrated one. We use moving average techniques 
and trend generation techniques as one part. The results 
generated in the first part are mined to discover those 
maximal frequent trend patterns that satisfy a minimum 
support value. Finally, the maximal frequent patterns are 
processed  to  discover  those  dependant  patterns  that 
satisfy certain dependency factor threshold.  
We have discussed the complexity of the Dependency 
Mining technique in terms of number of iterations. In 
our  preliminary  experimental  results,  the  Dependency 
Mining  technique  has  shown  a  significant  potential 
usage.  We  have  shown  the  significance  of  the 
knowledge discovered by using the Dependency Mining 
technique.    Our  technique  not  only  discovers  those 
dependencies that can be noticed by human eyes (i.e., 
trivial),  but  it  also  discovers  non-trivial  dependencies 
that are not obvious for the human eyes (non-trivial). 
As a future work, the Dependency Mining technique will 
be  tested  with  different  datasets  that  cover  a  large 
spectrum of different stream data sets, such as, medical 
data, financial data, and environmental data. 
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